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Abstract 

Ways and methodologies to teach geology are widely debated and are frequent topics in geoscientific discussion, whereas 

there is much less attention to the subject of geological literacy. It is more and more frequent to hear complaints by un i-

versity teachers regarding the deficient geological knowledge of incoming university students, and this is especially the 

case in Argentina’s universities. Teachers simply characterize the problem affirming: “the students do not know any-

thing about geology” or “in high school nobody taught them geology”. Additionally, most geologists consider that it is 

not their problem and consider secondary teachers as uniquely responsible. Nevertheless, the matter is more complicated 

than this and deserves a different approach for resolution. In this contribution I table reflections on the need to address 

the lack of preparation and the scarcity of geological knowledge in terms of geological literacy, rather than in terms of 

teaching geology. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION  

 

nadequate geological knowledge not only 

affects students in universities, but also the 

majority of citizens who finish their sec-

ondary studies without having learned any 

basic geological notions. The most worrisome 

aspect in this situation is that this ignorance 

also characterizes politicians, technicians, jou r-

nalists and science communicators, who act 

and give opinions on natural resources and en-

vironmental problems, without any compre-

hension as to causes and effects of the issues, 

thereby contributing to the increase in confu-

sion in the public. 

For too many years, the same opinions on this 

matter have been repeated , by using two key 

concepts, “knowledge” and “teaching”, and by 

omitting the concept of “learning”, while the 

three concepts should  be all considered  simu l-

taneously within the framework of the real 

conditions in which they interact.  

Without doubt there are efforts to improve this 

state of affairs, but for the sake of brevity I will 

make some generalizations, that in some cases 

may seem improper and  incorrect. Therefore, 

my apologies for those who will feel slighted  

and my encouragement to them to spread their 

achievements through publications that are ac-

cessible to educators. 

Improving teaching of geology requires an ad-

equate characterization of the problem, by fo-

cusing on the sense of geological learning and  

knowledge. This represents a great challenge 

for the geological community, both in terms of 

understanding the concept of geological litera-

cy and in terms of intervention with concrete 

actions in primary, secondary and university 

studies.  

Another challenge is to improve the approach 

to the problem, given the comp lexity to inter-

vene in these domains, the lack of individuals 

who are expert in the subject, the conflicts of 

interests and  the resistance of some teachers to 

introduce changes in their usual practices. 

In that sense, we could  list other challenges, 

but I will do so later, after a few reflections on 

scientific literacy in general and geological lit-

eracy in particular.  

 

2. SOME NOTIONS ON SCIENTIFIC 

LITERACY 

 

The term “literacy” was first used  in the late 

nineteenth century to indicate the capability to 

read  and write. It is one of those self-defining 

terms, such as “freedom”, “justice”, “happ i-

ness”, which we incorporate in our culture for 

their content, needed qualities and desirable 

attributes (Braslavsky, 2003). Since then, the 

I 
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term “literacy” has been rephrased and a con-

sensus has been built on the meaning of Scien-

tific and Technological Literacy (ACT in Span-

ish). It “designates a type of knowledge, skills 

or competences that in our technical-scientific 

world  correspond to what literacy was in the 

last century” (Fourez, 1997: 15). In addition, the 

term “literacy” propitiates a more complex cu l-

ture that gives value to both the pertinence and  

the adequate use of knowledge as an ethical 

commitment to reflect on the social and polit i-

cal consequences of its app lication. 

Within this orientation, it has been pointed  out 

that “given the complexity of present and  fu-

ture global challenges, higher education has the 

social responsibility to advance our under-

standing of multifaceted  problems that imply 

social, economic, scientific and cultural aspects, 

as well as our capability of addressing them. 

Higher education should  take on social leader-

ship  in global knowledge-build ing to address 

global challenges, including food security, cli-

mate change, water management, intercultural 

dialogue, renewable energy and public health” 

(UNESCO, 2009). 

As a result, we can assume that scientific litera-

cy is necessary to improve the quality of citizen 

participation in decision-making, in economic 

policies developed in d ifferent sectors (for ex-

ample: legislative projects at municipal, pro-

vincial and/ or national scale), as well as in the 

public hearings convened  when works that 

have an impact on the environment are carried  

out. Such timely and relevant participation re-

quires from “citizens more than a very high 

level of knowledge, the linking of a minimum 

of specific knowledge, perfectly accessible to 

citizens, w ith global approaches and ethical 

considerations that don’t require any speciali-

zation.” (Gil y Vilches, 2003). 

 

3. DIMENSIONS OF GEOLOGICAL 

LITERACY 

 

Geological literacy is a multid imensional chal-

lenge and  requires new  curricular proposals 

overcoming trad itional teaching, restricted  on-

ly to conceptual and  methodological geological 

contents. In this sense, it is recommended to 

incorporate other d imensions such as the histo-

ry of geological ideas, epistemology, the nature 

of geology, specific techniques and methods, 

professional practices, and their role in person-

al and social life (adapted  from Bybee, 1997; 

quoted  in Gil-Pérez et al., 2005). 

In this approach, it can be pointed  out that geo-

logical curricula for all the citizens should  have 

the following common elements (adapted  from 

Marco, 2000): 

 

 Practical geological literacy that allows us to 

make use of geological knowledge in daily 

life, in order to improve living conditions, 

as well as features, natural resources and  

risks of our environment.  

 Civic geological literacy, so that all people 

can socially intervene in political decisions 

with d ifferent criteria, including ethical and  

scientific criteria. 

 Cultural geological literacy that d ebates the 

meaning of science and technology and  

their impact on the social structure. 

 

In short, geological literacy in a broad sense 

should  integrate practical literacy, civic literacy 

and cultural literacy for citizens in general. 

 

4. GEOLOGICAL LITERACY IN 

EDUCATIONAL LEVELS 

 

The change from “geological teaching” to “geo-

logical literacy” implies both an expansion of 

content and  a new approach, centered  on learn-

ing, in which the concepts reduce their trad i-

tional role, to share it with skills and  attitudes 

in the use of such concepts. This approach re-

quires new didactics, appropriate to each ed u-

cational level, to the “geological horizon” that 

surrounds each institu tion, to the resources 

available, and so on. All these elements config-

ure a set of specific needs that are subjects of 

study, creation and research of a new discipli-

nary field  called  the “Geolodactics” (Lacreu , 

2012). 

In the social imaginary, in the general educa-

tional regulations and in the specific curricular 

models, it is expected  that pre-university edu-

cation should  be aimed at training citizens, 

simultaneously training for work insertion and  

propaedeutic training. 

In Argentina, with regards to the primary level 

of education, it is perceived tha t “practical geo-
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logical literacy” includes sufficient geological 

contents. However, sequencing and graduality 

are considered  inadequate, whereas d idactic 

strategies often ignore fieldwork and the CTS 

approach (Lacreu , 2015). 

On the other hand, in the Argen tine secondary 

educational level, the geological contents are 

almost null within the NAP (Priority Learning 

Nucleus) of Natural Sciences for the common 

cycle of all high schools. They are also absent in 

most of the orientated  high schools, except for 

the orientations in “Natu ral Sciences” and  

“Environment”, in which the new specific cu r-

ricular space of “Earth Sciences” was created . 

However, it is not possible to develop geologi-

cal contents in depth, since the necessary pre-

requisites do not exist (Lacreu , 2014). In rela-

tion to the secondary educational level, it is 

important to note an important contribution on 

Literacy in Earth Sciences made by a group of 

Spanish colleagues (Pedrinaci et al., 2013) who 

managed to synthesize 5 objectives and 10 key 

ideas that constitu te an indispensable guide to 

review the Argentine curricula. 

With reference to the university level, geology 

careers offer an adequate higher education in 

specific geological aspects, far surpassing the 

needs of “practical geological literacy”. How-

ever, there are shortcomings in “civic geologi-

cal literacy” and  “cultural geological literacy”, 

save some exceptions, that persist throughout 

the formative stage, weakening the integral 

training and, therefore, the professional profile 

of geologists, as required  by the new regula-

tions in force since 2008. Precisely for this rea-

son, I share the great concern that exists in the 

international arenas where the problem of 

higher education is d iscussed . 

In my experience of more than 30 years in un i-

versity teaching, in d ivulgation activities and  

training of teachers I have been able to witness 

the insufficient literacy of university aspirants. 

Indeed, this is manifested  in the scarce geologi-

cal and mathematical knowledge and in a no-

table deficit in the capability of reading-

comprehension as well as in communicative 

competencies. For these reasons, the national 

universities adopted  support policies to rein-

force such instrumental skills and to reduce the 

number of students that dropout. In addition, 

geology courses include subjects such as “In-

troduction to Geology” and courses on reading, 

comprehension and writing of scientific texts, 

as a way of compensating for the deficit in the 

“practical geological literacy” of entrants. 

Unfortunately, there are no known mech a-

nisms that attempt to revert the insufficient cul-

tural literacy, referring to the historical, episte-

mological and methodological aspects of geol-

ogy, as well as the deficit in citizen literacy, 

which is reflected  in the d ifficulties to identify 

main and secondary causes, or to recognize 

ethical conflicts in professional practices, or to 

express one's own ideas, taking into account 

d ifferent points of view. In short, I consider 

that such competencies limit the individuals to 

fu lly and actively participate in civ ic life. 

Finally, a balance could  be created: just as we 

wondered  about the scientific geological litera-

cy of citizens, we should  also wonder about the 

scientific literacy of the scientists. This appar-

ent play on words refers to the concept of liter-

acy as a metaphor for the integral training of 

citizens that we have already considered  as in-

sufficient. This is why we can formulate some 

rhetorical questions that could  help to think the 

challenges of the 21st century: 

 

 Why do the national universities and the na-

tional geology curricula not address the short-

comings in “civic” and “cultural” literacy, with 

the same dedication they have to overcoming 

practical literacy? 

 How much better would be the training of geol-

ogists, how much better and more ethical could 

their professional practices and contributions to 

sustainable development be, if the dimensions of 

“civic” and “cultural” literacy were explicitly 

and formally incorporated in the curricula? 

 

The answers to the above questions and their 

practical development will remain pending. 

However, some reflections and proposals are 

shared  on some of the challenges that I believe 

will have to be assumed within the d isciplinary 

field  of geology, while interacting with other 

d isciplinary fields. 

The interaction between “geolodacts”, teachers, 

academic authorities and provincial and  n a-

tional political officers will be essential to im-

prove geological literacy in primary, secondary 

and higher education, in keeping with the 
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complexity that is envisaged  for the 21
st
 centu-

ry. 

 

5. CONCLUSION: SOME CHALLENGES 

 

5.1 Creating favorable instances for the devel-

opment of geolodactics 

 

The scarce geological training of pre-university 

teachers and the lack of geolodactic resources 

often generate a certain degree of insecurity 

and fear for teaching geology. Thus, it is im-

possible to motivate students. This is a serious 

problem whose approach requires a number of 

specialists in geolodactics in a greater number 

than currently exists in Argentina. Consequen t-

ly, the national universities have the social and  

political responsibility to favor the creation and  

development of geological research centers, as 

well as to incorporate researchers with exclu-

sive dedication, from geology to pedagogy 

(Lacreu , 2107a). Training and  updating of 

teachers is imperative to abandon the usual 

way to think of teaching geology and to replace 

it with new approaches that promote geologi-

cally significant learning. In that sense, we 

must work on the d idactic transposition 

(Lacreu , 1996) and on the re-signification of ge-

ology as a historical science. 

 

5.2 Renewing the teaching of geology by em-

phasizing the character of historical science 

 

Primary and secondary education should  be 

renewed by incorporating approaches d ifferent 

than usual. On the one hand, meaningful learn-

ing should  be promoted through school re-

search, with and without field  trips, problem 

solving or case studies. On the other hand, it is 

necessary to renew the epistemological ap-

proach and  to develop strategies that allow  one 

to understand the historical and interpretative 

character of geology (Frodeman, 1995). It has 

long been proposed that “geology is a historical 

science of nature, because it studies natural 

processes through forms (fossilized  in the orig-

inal) reflected  in geological structures” (Pota-

pova, 1968). In this sense, some experiences re-

lated  to the construction of the geological histo-

ry of landscape can be considered , both 

through fieldwork (Lacreu , 2007) and virtual 

classroom work (Lacreu , 2012b). In this way, 

attempts have been made to delete concep tual 

errors about the immutability of relief, its rocks 

and structures and to promote awareness of the 

human impact on nature. Man leaves marks on 

the geological landscape, ju st as natural pro-

cesses of the past have left marks that we can 

see today on the present landscape. The human 

marks are of a d ifferent natu re, but their inten-

sity is so strong as to suggest the introduction 

of a new geological epoch: the Anthropocene 

(Crutzen, 2002). 

 

5.3 Promoting epistemological coherence in 

the teaching of the natural sciences 

 

Natural sciences cannot be properly taught if 

geology is absent. This implies the reformula-

tion of curricula at the pre-university level, 

university teaching formation, and training 

courses in natural sciences, so that geology can 

be incorporated  as an inherent d iscipline in this 

group of sciences. This constitu tes a political 

debt of university authorities (and a challenge 

for the geological community), that has been 

tolerated  by action or omission. This permis-

siveness happens under the assump tion that it 

is an educational problem, alien to geology, 

without realizing that its resolu tion inevitably 

requires the committed  participation of geolo-

gists in general and geolodacts in particular. In 

this sense, in order to achieve an integrative 

teaching of the natural sciences, it is essential to 

use the historical approach, to highlight the fact 

that many of the biological, physical and chem-

ical processes occurred  in the past have been 

recorded in geological materials, in d ifferent 

times and places throughou t the history of the 

Earth. These materials have undergone chang-

es of shape and position and many of them 

contain mining resources necessary for society. 

Therefore, the search for new resources re-

quires the historical reconstruction of geologi-

cal landscapes. 

 

5.4 Promoting epistemological coherence in 

the teaching of the natural sciences 

 

The lack of access to civic and cultural geologi-

cal literacy, as well as the scarce capability of 

writing and scientific communication, seriously 
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threaten the achievement of the professional 

profile required  by national regulations 

(Lacreu , 2017b). Consequently, curricula 

should  recognize such shortcomings and ex-

plicitly incorporate compensatory strategies. 

For this purpose, the national universities 

commitment to society should  be remembered: 

geology has been declared  a d iscipline of pu b-

lic interest, because its professional practice can 

influence public safety, by putting risk on 

health, safety, rights, property or training of the 

inhabitants, as indicated  in the Argentine regu-

lations. It is necessary that students are pro-

gressively trained according to the national re-

quirements of higher education for the 21st 

century (UNESCO, 2009), which particularly 

emphasizes the need for geologists to carry out 

their professional activities with a sense of eth i-

cal and social responsibility, and with the 

commitment to favour sustainable develop-

ment. 

 

5.5 Contributing to sustainable development 

and to the clarification of its meaning 

 

Brundtland, in her first and valuable report 

(UN, 1987), proposes that Sustainable Devel-

opment “is capable of responding to the needs 

of the present, without compromising the pos-

sibility of fu ture generations to satisfy their 

needs”. At the moment, it could  seem a sedu c-

tive but somewhat naive statement. In fact, it 

does not specify which social sectors are ben e-

ficiaries of the “needs of the present” and can-

not anticipate what the needs of “fu ture gener-

ations” will be. Besides, most environmental 

problems are the result of companies that d e-

fine themselves as sustainable, but too often 

they only favor economic growth to the detr i-

ment of social equity and ecological balance. 

These situations require that geologists are 

aware of the role (passive or active) that they 

can play in the creation/ solu tion of these prob-

lems (Lacreu , 2017b). 
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